
How to let dogs meet and play 
 

Question?  
How should dogs meet and play?  

 

Answer – By mutual friends, use of distance, and body language! 

 
Most dogs should be already socialized by their family and small pack group, and either by 

themselves or in a small group they come across first a scent of another dog, and then possibly 

see the dog at a great distance and can move towards or away as desired. Escape is generally 

an option if it is an interaction that is undesirable. In many situations dogs or wolves will leave 

their existing pack and go join another one. The key here is shared activity that is mutually 

beneficial. Generally this means hunting or migrating together. 

The key to this is that do you want to move in the same direction parallel and not at one 

another. That creates too much conflict tension and bad body language.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some examples of importance dog body language would be listed below 
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Dog communication is very different than human communication. The first approach the dogs 

will take it as distant as we spoke of before, then they will use body language, communicate 

whether or not they are comfortable with an interaction, if necessary they will escalate to 

verbal they are uncomfortable on your face, and then the last thing that they will do is make 

contact with another dog if absolutely necessary. A healthy dog go follow this rate of escalation 

in a slow speed and is healthy and appropriate.  Unhealthy dogs world jumped from a zero to a 

10 over trivial interactions. 
 

 

The key to healthy socialization is willing participants. At all times both dogs would be 

interested in the interaction and comfortable with the level and pace which is proceeding. They 

should be able to remove themselves without restraints if they feel the desire to. The answer to 

whether play is appropriate or not is if dogs are taking turns being on top or whether they are 

switching roles of instigator versus participant.   

 


